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Increasing evidence shows efficacy of PACK-CXL as potential first-line
treatment for infectious keratitis
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"Today we use PACK-CXL in almost every case but always do culturing to look for the bacteria," Mortensen said.
Shihao C hen, MD, MSc, OD, professor at Wenzhou Medical University, China, said that in his area bacterial infections are the most common
type of infection. Fungal infections tend to be seen with a seasonal change, while mixed-type infections are relatively rare.
He noted that while bacterial infections are easily controlled in most cases, there is a shortage of effective medical
fungi .
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"Therefore, we need complex and aggressive treatment strategies for fi.mgal, eg, intrastromal injection, conjunctiva) flap covering and eventually corneal
transplant in some cases," be said.
Minor trauma is the main cause of infection in bis area, followed by contact lens wear and immune system-related infection.
Immune deficiency, trachoma and trauma are related to the high prevalence of infectious kera titis in the African continent.
"We see all types of viral, bacterial, fungal and mixed infection. and quite often, in at least 50% of the cases. the causative agent is not found," Abdelouahed
Amraoui, MD, of Casablanca University in Morocco, said.

A broad-spectrum, early treatment option
One of tbe advantages of PACK-CXL is that it is unselectively effective against a wide range of bacteria and fungi. lf large studies are able to provide evidence
for this, the treatment could become first-line. together witb antibiotics or even as a standalone procedure to perfonn immediately when patients present with
symptoms and signs of infection. This would avoid treatment delays and progression to advanced stages.

"Jn Switzerland and in most European countries. people present early but rarely present directly to specialized tertiary centers. They are treated by the family
doctor or by the general ophthalmologist, and in case they do not respond to the treatment. they are referred to us. TI1erefore. quite a lo t of tbe cases we see are
fairly advanced cases," Hafezi said.
Treatment is often delayed because infectious keratitis poses a diagnostic and therapeutic dilemma.
"When the patient comes in, the doctor can only make decisions based on clinical signs and gut feelings. We prescribe antibiotics in most cases and in the
meantime do swaps and scrapes and send them in for testing. Results may take days to come back, and over that time span we treat the patient without having a
documented origin of the infection," Hafezi said.
"Personally l like to think that PACK-CXL will be used as a ve1y first treauuent option in a few years. We could still use antibiotics at the same time, but the
cross-linking procedure would be the broad-rang-e weapon we use before we know from the lab what exactly we have to fight against," he said.

A weapon against antimicrobial resistance
With emergence and spread ofantimicrobial resistance (AMR) in a more globalized world, the search for new, alternative remedies has become an urgent
challenge of modem medicine. The G7 summit in 2015 had three main topics on its agenda: global wanning, ten'Ofism and antimicrobial resistance.
"ln about 10% of infectious keratitis we experience increasing resistance to treatment, and maybe 2% of them end up with a really bad outcome. AMR is a fastgrowing problem. According to the WHO, in 2050 more people will die from AMR than cancer and diabetes together," Hafezi said.

"In China, AMR is increasing due to overuse and inappropriate use ofantibiotics. PACK-CXL has the potential to become an interesting alternative treatment
modality in the fi.tture against resistant organisms," Chen said.

A more affordable treatment
Many cases ofcorneal melting or corneal ulcers are seen in Morocco, where self-medication is a widespread problem, delaying proper treatment.
"People go to the pharmacist who prescribes corticosteroids that aggravate the condition. When they come to us, they have already progressed to the advanced
stages," Amraoui said.
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"What I dream of and reasonably foresee within 5 years is PACK-CXL in the hands ofgeneral ophthalmologists, performed at the slit lamp. It
makes a lot of sense, and it will be a giant step forward in the management of the disease," Hafezi said. - by Michela Cimberle
Click here to see the Point/Counter to this article.
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For more information:
Abdelouahed Amraoui, MD, can be reached at H6pital du 20 AoOt 6, Rue Lahssen Elaarjoun, Casablanca 20250, Morocco; email:
amraouiopht@qmail .com.
Shihao Chen, MD, MSc, OD, can be reached at Wenzhou Medical University, Eye Hospital, 270 Xueyuan Road, Wenzhou 325003, Zhejiang,
China; email: chenle@rocketmail.com.
Farhad Hafezi, MD, PhD, can be reached at the ELZA Eye Institute, Webereistrasse 2, 8953 Dietikon/Zurich, Switzerland; email:
farhad@hafezi.ch.
Jes Mortensen, MD, can be reached at Department of Ophthalmology, 6rebro University Hospital, SE-701 85 6rebro, Sweden; email:
jes.mortensen@comhem.se.
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